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Abstract: The most important issue in the P2P network is
authenticating whether a network can be fully trusted before
permitting full access and if the non-credible peers in a network
gains access to the network it will actually cause lot of security
related problems like man in the middle attack and denial of
access attack. To overcome these attacks and to safe guard the
peer network, a new fidelity based method is presented in this
paper. The notion here is to calculate the loyalty score of the
network based on the percentage of data delivered successfully
and search time taken by the node and then if the score is higher
than the permissible threshold value, the network is considered as
a credible network and if the score is less, then the data on the
network is blocked to ensure the curtail of the aforementioned
attacks. The simulation results showcased that the proposed
fidelity based approach is superior and performed with a high
success rate and with less delay and drop rates.
Index Terms:Peer to Peer network,aforementioned attacks,
Fidelity based method, drop rate.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The most important feature offered by the peer to peer
network is its ability to serve several replica of the content
and transmit it across the network on plethora of nodes. Even
though this method has several advantages, the main
limitation or the snag is the replica node will gain the
authentication policies of the original node and there by
integrity of the entire P2P network will be slashed and the
replica nodes will usually be misused by publishing the
wrong data files and unwanted data files which will be
unnecessarily downloaded and utilized by the end users. The
peer to peer system works differently unlike the
contemporary client server models since each node has its
own functionality and acts as a server and the key present in
the network is used by all the nodes at the same time. The
P2P system can be described as “It is a typical distributed
system which has no centralized control and in every node
the software are executed to carry out its functions without
any lag”.
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Since the peer to peer networks are generally constructed
at the application layer and utilize the original network to
transmit the data and messages is rightly called the overlay
network. Primitive systems like Gnutella floods the data in
the entire network and all the nodes in the system will deceive
the data but since the data that is being transmitted has a
delivery time within which it has to be delivered would pose a
serious problem. As the time progresses the data which
travels across every node will fade slowly and could not
ensure that the transmitted data will reach the destination
node. Besides this problem, the traffic congestion in the
network will cause a severe hindrance and reduce the
network credibility [J01].
A.PROBLEMS RELATED TO SECURITY
The peer to peer systems are completely dissimilar to the
usual client server systems and this hinders the method of
safeguarding the nodes using some predefined policies and
administrators. The main part in security namely the
authentication and the authorization is quite weak in the peer
to peer systems and this will cause lots of security problems
like spoofing the nodes and secret message will be intruded
by the false nodes which will threaten the privacy of the
nodes present in the P2P systems. This intrusion will permit
the nodes prone to various attacks like man in the middle
attack and denial of service attacks. The P2P systems are
prone to some common attacks [M01] like worms, Byzantine
faults, Eclipse attack and identity enforcement popularly
called Sybil attacks.
II.

RELATED WORKS

The author Mortazavi [M01] proposed a reputation based
method which works on the co-operation levels of the user in
the P2P system and delivered a better reputation to the peers.
The author Ruichuan Chen [R01] proposed an approach
which relies on the trust of the peers and allows only the
trusted peers to perform the desired actions by verifying the
integrity of the content requestor and provide a reliable
method to perform the transmission without any attacks.
The author Thomas Repantis [T01] proposed framework
which consists of a middleware based on the trust, reputation
and ad-hoc networks. The middleware acts as an agent to
store the reputation information of each peer in its
neighborhood peer and then self-organize the content and
revert back the data to the concerned peer. The author Pathak
[P01] proposed a public key authentication system to
overcome the Byzantine problem in P2P systems and carried
out their work by calculating the correct authentication in a
majority of the group and labels them as trusted group. But
this type of system is prone to Sybil attack.
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The author MujtabaKhambatti [M02] proposed an
economical and simple algorithm using role of each peers and
then compute the trust relationship among the peers to solve
the snags present in the previous methods.
B.QUALITY OF SERVICE BASED MODEL
The QoS parameters largely depends of the most important
attributes related to the size, memory and speed of the
network and it is enumerated clearly here under,
1. Transmission Speed of the peer
2. Memory size available in the peer
3. Accessing capacity of the peer
The peers are grouped according to the three attributes
mentioned above and the frequently accessed contents are
classified as CLASS A and the less frequently accessed
contents are classified as CLASS B. The dense group which
is frequently accessed (group with high speed, memory and
accessing capacity) is routed hierarchically to implement Qos
based topology.
Here an algorithm is needed to find the optimum route to
transmit the content and a new route discovery algorithm is
used to determine where the requested content is present. The
main aim of the routing algorithm is to reduce the
communication cost related to speed, memory and access
cost. The routing algorithm comprises of the following fields
namely,
1. Peer ID (PID)
2. Query ID (QID)
3. Number of Queries (NOQ)
4. Result (R)
Let us consider that a peer forwards a query Q to its
neighbors, initially the node N1 assigns a rank to each of its
neighbors based on their profile and to calculate the rank of
the each node, then the node ranks are compared and the
resultant is obtained from the following formula,

W
h
ere R is the number of result obtained for the node N for
query Qi and the node with higher number of results has a
higher rank that is summed for all the results as shown in the
above formula. The power value present in the formula is
used to provide more weightage to the ranked nodes as the
power value is set to 1, all the queries in the nodes are
uniformly counted and if the power value is set to zero, the
query which provides the results alone is counted whereas the
rest of the queries are omitted.
The working of the ranking is enumerated here in this
section. When a request is made, the peer checks its own data
and confirms the presence of the content data. If the data is
not present in its own archive, the peer forwards the request
to the denser group.
The denser group receives the request and reverts back
with an acknowledgement packet to the requestor to confirm
that the request is received by the group. The
acknowledgement packet will contain the time at which the
request is arrived and the weightage or priority of the request.
The requestor receives the acknowledgement packet from
the denser group and selects the best peer with the highest
rank by applying the ranking formula shown previously.
The request peer then checks the reputation of the best peer
using fidelity score described in the FidelityScore algorithm.
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The best peer receives the conformation packet and then the
data is delivered without any lags.
C. PROPOSED FIDELITY SCORE MODELS
Most of the present approaches are based on identifying
the trust of the peer present in the peer to peer network. The
proposed fidelity score algorithm initially validates the
trustworthiness of the peer before the data is either
transmitted or received. To accomplish this, fidelity index
corresponding to the data delivered successfully and time
taken to deliver the data is found as shown in the following
section.
FI = (DSD / DT) x TNR
Where DSD is the data successfully delivered, DT is the
delivery time taken and the TNR is the total number of
request made by the peers.

Fig.1. Calculating the fidelity using the recommenders in
P2P networks
From the Fig.1, the aggregated fidelity index AFI value is
calculated for all peers and it is found to be,
AFI =
The source sends a request and the recommenders R1,
R2,…Rn sends their recommendations to the source and the
individual peer fidelity index is computed and sent to the
source. This FI is used to calculate the AFI as shown in the
Fig.1.The aggregated FI determines two levels AFI(L) the
lower limit and AFI(U) the upper limit. Any values below
this AFI(L) is regarded as non-loyal peers and no traffic is
passed through them and no data is accepted or transmitted.
The peer AFI values which are in the range between AFI(L)
and AFI(U) is considered partially loyal and if the peer AFI
value is higher than AFI(U) then the peer is considered fully
loyal and all the data are accepted from these peers. The
fidelity score algorithm is showcased in the Fig.2.
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Fig.2. Pseudo code of the fidelity score calculation
algorithm
III.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The experimental evaluations are carried out by simulation
method and NS2 simulator tool is utilized to test the
performance of the proposed fidelityscore algorithm. Here bit
torrent packet levels are used for the simulation and a very
simple topology with 20 peers is utilized for the simulation as
shown in the Fig.3.In the Fig.3, the nodes 1, 2 and 3 are
routers and they are connected directly to permit several
upload and download capacities and more importantly to test
the delay occurred during the transmission.Three important
metrics are measured during the simulation and they are,
1. SDP ratio – successfully delivered packet ratio which
provides the number of successful downloads/receptions
made by the peers.
2. Delivery Delay – this is measured as the time delay taken
by the peers while forwarding the query and receiving the
results from the target peer.
3. Packet drop – this is measured as the number of packets
lost during the transmission.

Fig.4. SDP ratio versus rate comparison
From the Fig.4, it is quite clear that the reliable system which
utilizes the fidelity score algorithm performs well and as the
rate of the packet speed is increased the successful packet
delivery ratio is proportionately increased and making the
proposed approach better and efficient.
The proposed reliable approach outscored the non-reliable
existing method and when the rate is increased, the delivery
delay occurred is reduced and there by the speed at which the
content is transferred is lightning fast.The non-reliable
approach performed quite badly as the rate is increased
steadily the number of packets dropped also increases and
this decreases the overall efficiency of the system.

Fig.5. Delivery delay versus rate comparison

Fig. 3. P2P topology used in the simulation

Fig.6. Packet drop versus rate comparison

The experiment is carried out for reliable and non-reliable
nodes based on the SDP and rate of transmission ranging
from 300 KB to 1 MB as shown in the Fig.4.
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The same experiment is carried out with the introduction of
varying number of fraudulent peers and the SDP ratio and
delay is checked for the proposed algorithm and the result is
displayed in the Fig.7 and 8.
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Fig.7. SDP ratio versus fraudulent peers
From the Fig.7, if the numbers of fraudulent or deceitful
nodes are increased, the non-reliable approach success ratio
decreases considerably and spoils the overall efficiency of the
system.

Fig.8. Delivery delay versus fraudulent peer comparison

IV.

CONCLUSION

In this paper a new method using the fidelity score is
devised and this method scrutinizes the peer credibility
before the data is received or transmitted to avoid the
unwanted attacks on the precious data present in the P2P
network. The fidelity index is calculated after analyzing the
SDP ratio, delivery delay and the number of packet dropped
from the peers. The fidelity index is maintained in the
recommender nodes and the aggregated FI value is calculated
(AFI(L) and AFI(U)) and if the AFI value calculated falls
above the AFI(U) then the peer is fully trusted and the data is
transmitted or received without any doubt. The experimental
evaluation showcased that the proposed approach achieved a
high SDP ratio and a low delay and packet drops.
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